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UCF can't afford

•

by Rebecca Evans
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

..

Fourteen orientation team members have been
laid off from their duties as campus tour guides.
The Admissions. office is looking for volunteers to
take over the tasks.
Money allocated from student orientation to be
used for campus tours is no longer available.
That money came from Institutional Work Study,
which used state funds to support some work programs for students not on financial aid. IWS has been

•
•

..

Tuesday October 9, 1990

to pay its tour guides

discontinued due to lack of funding.
"$15,000 would have been needed to run campus
tours this school year," Jimmie Ferrell, director of the
Student Center, said.
This money would have paid for the salaries of the
14 0-Team members who conducted the tours .
These students worked in shifts of two, taking
prospective students on hour-long tours.
Tours were given seven times each weekday and
three times on Saturdays. In fall 1989, 510 tours were
given.
Student body President Jeff Laing supported the

tour program, but due to budget cuts by the State
University System and rising expenses, UCF President Steven Altman could not provide enough funding.
.
Admissions representative Jon Campbell now
handles campus tours. Campbell was an on-the-road
recruiter who went to fairs and high schools encouraging students to visit UCF.
Recruitment travel has been suspended, also due
to budget cuts .
see O·TEAM page4

Campus celebrates
reunification of
East-West Germany

•
•

by Chris Marlin ,
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The "Germanisten Klub" of
UCF commemorated German
reunification, as did millions
worldwide, on Oct. 3.
Wednesday marked the
beginning of Germany's fourth
try at nationhood and the end
of 45 years of East-West division.
_
During the day, students of
"Germanister:i Klub" provided
information in front of the library, with the support of the
German faculty of the Department of Foreign Languages
and Literatures.
The information was relevant to modern Germany. Interested students ·could join
the German Club, and many
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•

didjoin~currentmembership

doubled.
"We're celebrating a major
historic event here," Olivia
Gabor, a student who provided

literature at the information l
table, said.
·
The celebration continued
through the night at Deter's
Restaurant in downtown
Orlando.
"They are celebrating in
Germany. We wanted to do
something here for the students, the German people of
the community and everyone,"
Deter Obermiller, owner of the
restaurant, said while "Hokey
Pokey" blared in the background.
More than 200 people joined
at Deter's. The celebration
featured traditional German CURTAIN CALL
music, entertainment, food
The cast of Lysistrata takes a final bow after a periormance Wednesday in the UCF Theate·r. The
·and beer.
"I haven't had so much fun production, a modern version of the Greek play, was directed by James Cali.
in the last 20 years," said Mr.
Koerting, sponsor of "Germanisten Klub."
Koerting, a former student
at the University of Illinois
•
see GERMANY page 6

Fee rise would fund 1/3 of Union;
some say increase unnecessary

lazo, even with the A&SF increase and additional income from the union, it wi11 sti11 be
short $85,031. All estimates are based on curThe
Activity
and
Service
Fee rent expenditures.
Collazo's estimates project $108,000 in nonSetting Committee heard students speak
food
retail income; $96,624 in non-contracted
Wednesday against the proposed raise and
heard estimates on the cost of programming for food income; $310,000 in contracted food income, such as . the proposed food court and
the Student Union.
The committee has proposed a $1.25 per catering; $34,500 from two game rooms; and
credit hour.increase in the fee, which students $6,118 from rental to off-campus groups.
About $500,000 from the proposed A&SF inpay in addition to tuition .
and $350,414 in A&SF salary support
crease
The money collected is allocated by Student
from the SG budget make up
Government in its annual
the total projected income of
budget and pays for SG,
Student Center and Recrea- "We're asking our kids for about $1.4 million.
However, projected costs
tional Services operations.
more money at a time
for the Union come to.nearly
. A&SF money is also allo$1.5 million. The largest
cated to various student when there's a real
cost is salaries, at $801,901.
organizations through the crunch coming."
budget and the student senThe next largest is utilities
ate.
- Jeff Butler at $506,650, fo11owed by
Eighty percent of the
UCF faculty member Student Center support
money from the proposed
salaries, $125,736; equipincrease would pay for proment support, $40,400; and
gramming for the Student Union. The remain- game room salaries, $32,000.
ing money would pay for an area transportation
''These [figures] are all based on 'guess-tisystem, Vic Collazo, Student Center assistant mates' at this point," Collazo told the commitdirector, said.
tee.
Because the Union is not scheduled to open
However, some committee members were
until fall 1992, the additional money will be put still not convinced the increase is necessary.
in escrow.
Accor~ing to projections obtained from Colsee A&SF page6

by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER
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COMIC RELIEF
The Campus Activites Board brought comedian Billy Garan to
UCF for a show last Tuesday in the Wild Pizza.
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UCF Computer Store
•

o 80286 (lOMHz) Processor
o 3.5"(1.44MB) Diskette Drive
o 14" VGA Color Monitor ·
olMBRAM
o 30MB Fixed Disk Drive
o PS/2 Mouse
o DOS 4.0
o Microsoft Windows 3. 0

•

•

.

.

SALE PRICE - $ 1,736.00

•

RETAIL PRICE - $ 3 ,236.00
YO;U SAV.E ~-- $ l,5ll'O~O(J:
•

IBM PS/2 Model 55SX
Retail Price $ 5,260.00
You:r Price$ 2,842
You Save$ 2,418
•

•
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•
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Altman may limit enrollment due to budget cuts
by Kelly Anthony
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Faculty Senate Thursday discussed
budget cuts and how they will affect students and
faculty.
- UCF President Steven Altman said cuts equaling
3.3 percent, or $2.2 million, will go into effect in
January or February.
."At that point we will have very little flexibility
left," Altman said .
The university may then look to summer sessions
for the last remaining source of funds.
The amount of flexibility given would allow the

university to use lottery money, which is typically
used for equipment and other non-recurring items.
Other sources would be excess tuition and carryforward funds.
''We have authority to carry up to 5 percent of our
budget. This would be used for renovation activities
or additional equipment," Altman said.
As a result of the budget cuts, limiting enrollment
will be more of a consideration to accommodate a
recession, Altman said.
·
The first target group would be new students
enrolling for the spring term. .
"Council presidents will be considering the possibility ofno new admissions for the spring term except

for AA transfers who are admitted by law," Altman
said.
Other topics discussed at the Faculty Senate
me·eting were three areas of change in the
constitution's bylaws:
• an apportionment change in which there would
be no lees than four representatives per college;
•a change in the title of the Budget Committee to
the Budget and Administrative Policy Committee;
•a discussion on how to handle the review process
for programs, ce,n ters and institutes.
Altman said that in the next couple of weeks, the
parking area on Pegasus Circle will be closed due to
the construction of the Student Union.

3 election~ appeal·s
have kept ·winners
from seats in senate
The council denied Mann's
appeal Sept. 25. He has since
appealed that decision to Dean
The student senate held an of Students Carol Wilson.
All three appealed the elec"informal gathering'' Thursday because of appeals of the tion on the grounds that the
Brevard campus polls were
recent senate elections.
Appeals by David Mann, opened three hours late Sept.
Garci Perez and Do_n Taylor 17.
have prevented the _n ew senate
· In addition, Taylor has
from being seated.
made the following charges:
According to Student Gov-: student body President Jeff
ernment statutes, no student Laing did not appoint the Elecaan be sworn in while that tion Commission three meetstudent's election is being con- ings before the end of the.
te'sted in the Election Commis- summer term, as required by
sion, Judicial Council or dean statute; the commissioners did
of students' offi.ce.
not maintain their scheduled
Andrew Schmitt/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Perez's and Taylor's ap- office hours; and the senate's
peals were tentatively set to be Elections and Appointments HIGH TIME
heard Monday afternoon by Committee did not introduce a UCF senior Marty Ofsowitz stops by the Orange County Sheriff's Office display Wednesday to ex.:
the Judicial Council, Acting senate reapportionment bill
amine different illegal substances at the Crime Prevention Fair sponsored by UCF Police.
ChiefJustice Pat Fletcher said
Wednesday.
see SENATE page 6
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UCF will study making of system to test planes

•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

by J.C. Smith

.

The Naval Training Systems Center
on Aug. 14 awarded a $460,000 initial
contract to two UCF groups to assess
the development of a system that could
save millions of dollars in testing airplane identification devices.
Research teams from the Institute
for Simulation and Training and from
the College of Engineering's Electrical
Engineering Department will share

• MARIACHI BAND ·
The Campus Activities
Board's Popular Entertainment committee is sponsoring
a mariachi bandperformance
on campus in conjunction with
this week's Hispanic Awareness Week.
The group, Mariachi Tierra
Del Sol, will perform from 3
p.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday on
the Green.
• SPECIAL EFFECTS
The UCF Cinematogra- ·
phersAssociation will sponor a
presentation by guest speaker
Dave Parks at 6:30 tonight in
PC-2, Room 202.
Parks is the president of
Cinnabar, a Los Angelesbased special effects/scenery
production company that is
loc~ted in Orlando.
Cinnabar has worked on
many television programs al).d
commercials, as well as major
motion pictures like Good
Morning, Vietnam.
Parks will show a video tape

technical responsibility for the prototype tool, the Tactical Electronics
Simulation Test System.
·
UCF engineers and scientists will
survey existing laboratory and test
facilities at the Naval Air Test Center
at Patuxent River, Md.
There .they will assess test software
and recommend the most cost-effective
technical approach to development of
the system.
Dr. A Louis Medin, IST executive
director, said the opportunity to work

of Cinnabar's past work and
discuss the special effects business. The public is invited to
attend. _
• ROCK THE ARROW
The Pi Beta Phi fraternity is
sponsoring the first Rock the
Arrow Week this week to raise
money for their national philanthropy, the Arrowmont
School ofArts and Crafts.
A Dance Line Competition
will be hed at Sweeney's on
Wednesday, with UCF fraternity members performing for
aH students who come to
watch.
An awards ceremony will
wrap up the week Friday in the
Wild Pizza, where the Greek
Adonis and Aphrodite will be
crowned.
• UF'S LAW DEADLINE
Prospective Florida law
students should note that the
University of Florida has
changed its application deadline for spring semester entry.

/

with the NATC will launch the College
of Engineering and IST i!lto several
promising new areas of research and
place the university on the leading
edge of technologies critical to our nation.
The NATC, Medin said, is recognized as one of the world's foremost
aviation test and resear~h organiz·ations.
"What they will be shooting for is a
system that will test avionics equipment that cannot be·tested any other

The new deadline for the
spring 1992-entering class is
May 15, 1991. Applicants for
spring entry must take the
Law School Admission Test no ·
later than the February 1991
administration.
Interested college students
are urged to contact the Col- ·
lege of Law's Admissions Office at (904) '392-0421, 164
Holland Hall, . University of
Florida, Gainesville, FL
32611, for additional information.
• NEW FILM "HOTLINE"
The Orlando Film Office
has established a hotline for
film and television production
in Mid-Florida.
The telephone number for
the 24-hour hotline is (407)
236-0001.
The hotline, which will be
updated weekly, will keep film
industry locals and newcomers abreast of film and television projects currently under
production in the Central Flor-

way," said Dr. Nicolaos S. Tzannes,
chair of Electrical Engineering.
When developed, the system will be
used to test a.new generation ofldentification, Friend or Foe devices using a
combination of simulated flight conditions and electronic signal stimulation.
The system will be able to test the effectiveness of the equipment in thousands of different scenarios without
leaving the ground.

see TEST page 6

students are older, single parida area.
In addition to general infor- ents with jobs on the' side and
mation, the hotline gives who need a longer time to get
phone numbers so callers can · their college degrees, said Wildirectly contact projects that liam Fedderson of the Napa
Valley (Calif.) Community
interest them.
College District.
• "RIGHT TO KNOW"
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)~ • LSU MEETS DUKE
New federal rules requiring BATON ROUGE, La. (CPS)colleges to report their gradu- Former Ku Klux Klan leader
ation and job placement rates and current republican U.S.
are unfair to community col- senate candidate David Duke
leges, a group of two-year told about 450 jeering and
campus presidents claimed in cheering students at a Louisia lobbying visit to Capitol Hill ana State University rally in
mid-September that he faSept. 20.
"Most of our students are vored dismantling affirmative
already employed," argued action programs, and making
College of San Mateo (Calif.) poor people agree to abstain
President Lis Callahan.
from sex in order to get welfare
The rules, imposed by the benefits.
Duke drew a more respectU.S. Dept. of Education last
spring, would diminish federal ful audience at an earlier rally
student aid to campuses that at the University of Southeastdon't graduate students in a ern Louisiana, where a student follower unsuccessfully
certain amount of time.
But these new rules dis- attempted to start a White
criminate against community Student Union on that campus
colleges; where many of the last spring.
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MPAA prez stresses creativity in filmmaking---

•

Jack'Valenti speaks on UCF film program

said it seems that knowledge
of the industry rather than
apprenticeship is enriching
Jack Valenti, president and the business.
chief executive officer of the
Changes in the industry
Motion Picture Association of have led to several debates
America, spoke Friday about between filmmakers and the
UCFs film program and the ratings commission.
rating system for films.
A debate to insert another
Valenti rerating between
. ported
that
the "R" rating
filmmakers are "The sole mission of and the ''X" ratlooking
for the ratings ... is [to
ing sparked
properties.
further com"A script is provide] cautionary
ment
from
important," he
Valenti.
warnings to parents." The 23-year
said. "How to
read one and
- Jack Valenti industry head
how to write
MPAA President strongly opone."
poses such a
If the creameasure, citing
tive aspect of filmmaking is that the ratings board has no
·
the school's goal, "they are on right to regulate adults.
the right track," he added.
The new rating would disThe film school's criteria sect film based en artistic
include several things, which judgement that Valenti said is
Valenti said are "the nomen- not the board's job.
The creativity offilm is used
clature and apparatus of the
process."
to make people feel something
Valenti credited the literacy they may not have felt before,
of today's films to the growing Valenti said. Regulating such
number of film schools. He creativity provides no hard
by Lara Gerofsky

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

0-TEAM
FROM PAGE 1

Campbell pointed out that
while he knows the requirements for admission to UCF, a
student would be more prepared to answer questions
about cam pus food and local
party spots.

0-Team · member Mike
Stroup, a senior, said the tour
he got influenced him to attend
UCF.
"Being shown around by a
student made me feel at
home," Stroup said.
Stroup's father said the tour
helped him feel comfortable
with the campus, too. He said
he is concerned because Mike's

Susan Humphrey/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jack Valenti, president of the Motion Picture Association of America answers questions Friday
from UCF students and faculty about the film rating system . .

and fast rules.
It is not the rating
committee's responsibility to
judge artistic content, Valenti

said. "The sole mission of the
ratings .. .its solitary purpose is
[to provide] cautionary warnings to parents," he said.

Valenti was ·the guest
speaker for the . President's
Circle dinner in honor of UCF
donors and sponsors.

younger brother wants to take
a look at the campus, and he
may not get the same student
perspective Mike got when he
toured UCF.
Campus tours are now held
weekdays at 11 a.m., 1 p.m.
and 3 p.m.
Ferrell questioned the effectiveness of this schedule, saying, ''When people come in for

the 11 a.m. tour, there is no
parking and no signs that tell
them where to go."
By the time they reach the
Administration Building, it's
11:15 a.m. and they have to
wait two hours for the next
tour," he said.
.
While early October is not a
popular time to take a campus
tour, more prospective stu-

dents will be.coming in as the '
spring semester draws closer.
Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice president for Student Affairs, has
discussed with Altman the
possibility of moving campus
tours back into the student
orientation program, but not
until the State University
System.can assign more funds
to UCF's budget.

STUDENT VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
AS CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

JON CAMBELL, ADMISSIONS
OFFICE, 281-5439
-

.

-

.

•

•
•
•
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JAMES BELUSHI

•

MICHAEL CAINE

•

•
•
•
i

•

Stop By The Future News Office (Located Next To The Health Center
On Campus) Today Only And Write Down The Answer
· · Hur,ry.:· 11cKe1s Are L1mneu Anu vv111 ce Awaraea vn A r-1rst
·
Come, First ~Served Basis.
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BANNER PARTY
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ON THE GREEN
WED. OCT. .
24TH .
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 281-5841
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GERMANY
FROM PAGE 1

Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

RUN FOR THE GOLD
Dr. Richard Tucker, chair of the psychology department, gives Commander Benjamin Ungerman of
.the Air Force ROTC an award to recognize the ROTC's 12-year participation in the Threshold Run.

a computer science major,
pointed out that many UCF
students only go to class and do
not take part in student activities on campus.
He criticized what he saw as
attempts to make UCF into
another University of Florida
or Florida State University.
"You've got to give them a
reason to make them want to
come on this campus," Williams said.
"If I wanted gators, I could"
go do\Vn [Interstate] 4 to Gatorland Zoo," Williams said. "If
I wanted Seminoles, I could go
down to.Miami."
Smith said when the new
on-campus apartments open,
the campus demographics will
change rapidly.
Collazo said the Union will
have a copy center, food court,
bookstore, meeting rooms and
office space.
He said he visited 14 major
universities to compare their
student unions when UCF's

Union was in the planning
stages.
Schools in that group were
FSU, Georgia Tech, Emory,
Georgia, Vanderbilt, Alabama
and Tulane. .
"I think what we're including in our building are very
similar," Collazo said.
Collazo also said the Union
requires some kind of repair
and replacement buffer fund.
Smith agreed with Collazo.
"For cash flow needs ... a large
operation needs a reserve of at
least$200,000 [for unexpected
needs],"·he said.
The committee did not
make a final decision, although its decision must be
approved by UCF President
Steven Altman and presented

been held up.
He said the following organizations had applied for
money from either the Senate
Working Fund, Office Sup- ·
plies and Advertising or Registration accounts: lnterhall
Council, $950; Student Personnel Association, $500; the
water-ski club, $250; International Students Association,
149.94; Florida Engineering
Society, $85; and the surf club,
$125.
DiBona said Phi Theta
Kappa and the Art Depart-

ment had both applied for
unspecified·amounts for travel
to conventions, which usually
cost at least $500~
He · said if the senate
thought they were worthy
causes, the organizations
would get the money they requested.
"Usually this early in the
senate, everything's a worthy
cause," he said, adding that as
the funds dry up, the senate
will start to cut back.
The senate held a mock senate meeting Sunday morning.

Dr. Michael Companion,
who heads the team from IST,
FROM PAGE3
said, ''The project provides an
opportunity to demonstrate
Conventional testing of the how IST and colleges within
equipment on aircraft would UCF can work cooperatively to
cost about $50 million to $200 achieve a common goal."
million and take thousands of
Heading the team from the
hours of flight time, Tzannes Electrical Engineering Desaid.
partment is Dr. Wasfy
The two UCF teams will Mikhael.
explore technical challenges
R.E. Fairfield of IST will
such as electro-magnetic prop- serve as the project's overall'
agat.ion, digital signal process- coordinator.
ing, antennae design and radio
UCF students will be workfrequency emissions.
ing with both teams on the

project. They will gain critical
job exposure and experience
that will give them an edge
when looking for a job after
graduation, Companion said.
Spin-offs of the contract,
Companion said, could lead to
work with the Army, the Navy
and the Federal Aviation
Administration.
Systems engineering on the
project will be the responsibility of IST, according to Companion. The Electrical Engineering Department will
handle the technical interest.

A&SF
FROM PAGE 1

"We're asking our kids for
more money at a time when
there's a real crunch coming,"
faculty member Jeff Butler
·
said.
"I'd like to look at whether
we need the additional money
[from the increase]," committee member Ken Lawson said.
Collazo said the Uilion is
about $94,000 short of being
self-supporting at this point
with the increase.
He said without the increase, the Union will be operating $450,000 to $500,000
short.
UCF Budget Director· Jim
Smith said the only funds
available for the union are
fromA&SF.
Six students attending the
meeting were unconvinced the
increase was necessary.
One of them, Erik Williams,

SENATE
FROM PAGE3

prior to the end of the summer
term, as required by statute.
At Thursday's meeting, the
senators-elect filled out information sheets and saw the
latest model of the Student
Union.
Student body Vice President Jason DiBona said the
appeals are holding up the
senate. He said at least $3,000
in appropriations bills have

TEST

and a native of Germany,
seemed optimistic when evaluating united Germany.
"Extending friendship such
as this breaks the vicious
circle," Koerting said, referring to the Cold War as well as
fears of a re-emergence of nationalism in Germany, which
spawne~ two world wars. ''The
world has become one big
happy place and [the German
people] only want to add to
that happiness."
German Helmut Kohl,
chancellor of a nation that in
one day gained 40 percent
more ·1and, 25 percent more
people and 10 percent more
economi~ power, conveyed
much of the same feelings.
"We Germans have learned
from the past. We are a peaceloving and freedom-loving
people ... ," Kohl said.
However, The Dallas Morning News reported unification
worries of younger Germans.
"When Germany is large,
there is always war/' said
Christian Knuepfer, 18, of
Berlin. ".. .I worry about the
Nazis and repression."
Dr. Bernward Decker of the
UCF Foreign Language Department said, "Look at us
[Germany]. We're different
now. This is not the generation
of my grandfather." Decker
has been busy organizing a
study-abroad Business German course that will be available Summer B term in Jena,
Germany.
Negotiations for ·the program began when Jena was
part of East Germany. The
pro'gram makes UCF among
the first American universitie~
to step into "East Germany."

The 450-year-old university
in Jena is interested in UCF
science and computer programs and may initiate student and faculty exchanges in
those areas, according to
Decker.
.
Decker also said UCF is
becoming a recruiting center
for area businesses participating in the international market.
"We get calls every other
week from businesses wanting
German- and French-speaking students to participate in
the business aspects of real
estate, space exploration, telecommunications and tourism," Decker said.
. Recognition of the UCF
German community could be
attributed to the·support it has
from the National German
Information Center, the Ger- ·
man Consulate in Miami and
the Goethe Institute of Atlanta . . These organizations
are working with UCF to create a German-related degree
recognizable in European
business and society.
The German Reunification
celebration "in Orlando was a
collaborative effort by UCF,
Rollins College, Valencia
Community College, Friends
of Germany of the Greater
Orlando Community, the
EPCOT Center German community and area high schools.
UCF students interested in
the German language and in
Germany itself may take part
in discussions with "Stammtisch," to be held Oct. 10 at J .R.
Jake~s Pub at University Boulevard and Goldenrod Road.
Students may also join discussions with the "Germanisten Klub," which meets from 3
p.m. to 4 p.m. every Monday,
usually in Student Center
Room217.

r -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;,;__ _

before the Board of Regents by
Nov.1.
Committee Chairman Bob
Shafer said the final committee meeting will be at noon
Wednesday in Room 211 of the
Student Center.

BLACK AND WHITE
PHOTOGRAPHY

CONTEST

Two Categories: .
Photojournalism
Art
The winner will receive a full page
display In The Central Florida Future
Open to all UCF students
All entries will be judged by working professionals In the field
Turn In entries by Oct. 20 to the CFF office by the Health Center
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~WM~ C£9('1'£9{?J.!R!f
C09(JP£~9{C£
THE INFLUENCE OF JOHN HENRY NEWMAN ON THE
LIBERAL ARTS TRADITION IN IDGHER EDUCAnoN.
FRIDAY OCTOBER 12, 1990
BOARD OF REGENTS ROOM, ADMIN 3RD FLOOR
SPO!J{S 0!1(!}:.'D 'B9" ffl'E CJt'P.JlOLIC CJtM!P'US MI9'(/.S'l!.l(!Y
M(p ~~CL'll'B.
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WHAT IS THE
Florida
Student
Association •

There -w-ill be an
Activity and Service Fee
setting meeting on the
10th of October in the
Student Center Rootn
211 at 12:00pm
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YOUR VOICE
Concerning

The topic of di·s cussion will be the
increase of the Activity and
GOt~;,4,
Serivice Fee!
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*Tuition ·
*Financial Aid
*Academic Advising
*Minority Recruitment~ Retentio~

~

Aatvlty andScnla: Fee

AcllYUyaadScntocFee

Every now and .then in a. person's life, the opportunity
arises to make a change for the better. It is the unique
human who can seize the opportunity and truly
"Impact." The Florida Student Association is the
medium by which students can make a difference.
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CALL
Sean Pittman
and

The Florid• Stud•M AMOCIAclon, '""
308 U$C Park Avenue. Su11r 210 • Talli\hi\ner, FL 3 BO I

Scott Jenkins

(904) 222--3697 .
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We can't think of ~nything
to write
in this space, b·u t if you have any
ideas, please come by CAB and help us out! WE NEED YOU!

...................... •.• ............................... .

THE PLACE TO BE TONIGHT Is •• :
.

AT THE WILD PIZZA

@

9PM TO

•

i~ ~~~~~ET1;;~~i;;::=:~RS. ~
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Free wings at 8:45 for first ~oo people. :
, .......................................
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Coming Attractions:

······················································!
Inside i"fo: _tJ1ee ~ ~ ~
•
alt tUtHe -- THE LOST BOYS •• tJa. 23

All movies are FREE to students, and are shown in the
Student Activities Center

· (WILD PIZZA)
at 7 & 9 pm unl.ess noted.

fYJ W~~l!.

& fYJ~ffr

a

THURSDAY OCT.11

~

Comedian: John Joseph's musical imper•
sonations and witty personality will keep : ·
you in hysterics. Oct. 16 at 9 p.m. SAC !

°"

OVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIE

°" :

SUNDAY & MONDAY,
Oct. 14th and 15th
OVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIE

Sat. Oct 20--Trip to St. Pete
Salvador Dali Museum from
8-5 p.m.
Contact CAB for information

•• NOTE: all CAB events are FREE to UCF students, faculty and staff, with validated ID, unless otherwise noted,•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Potential win ·
for Germany in
•
economic
.war
Germany is embarking on a new era. It is hoping
to join together in a fruitful union.
It is probable that it will be economically advantageous for Germany to be united, for it will not only
.help East Germany to rebuild, but West Germany
will get the industry already there.
World politics are economically centered. Look at
th.e United States' relations with Japan. The United
States considers Japan a threat as a result ofits ability to produce goods and sell them.
Ge rm any
can eventually pose a similar threat. (ls this a
threat?)
West Germany has done well since World War II.
It has achieved one of the highest standards ofliving
in the world, it has developed a strong industrial force
and it has avoided another war.
So adding a poor, former Eastern block country,
should not be all bad, meaning they will have to
rebuild it, but how long will that _take?
Since World War II, Germany has been occupied.
American troops are beginning to lessen as our economy starts another recession and the Eastern Block
is basically history.
·
Will Germany begin a huge buildup of arms to
warrant the accusations of another Hitler? It's doubt~
ful. Why should it do this, when a strong economy is
the best currency in the modem world?
The 1992 European Common Market has been put
off until 1993. This is a result of the Eastern Block
crisis as well as Europe not being ready to embark on
this "great" cooperation of governments.
The question of who should belong to this group is
impending. To include countries like Greece, Turkey
and Czechoslovakia would be a burden to the other ·
countries in the group. The countries that have
achieved stable economies, do not want to pick up the
lack of success in the poorer nations.
'Germany has potential to be the dominant power
in the European Common Market. This has frightened several countries away from the 1992 deadline.
Both Britain and France have voiced concern ·
about whether they want to continue. Britain has
always been leery of joining and the possibility of a
German dominance in the group has caused Britain
to take another step back.
It is true that with new Germany the vote would be
tilted in its favor. It has the population and will have
the industry. But countries will have veto power to
stop a possible German dominance.
Germany is embarking on a journey. The rest of
the world needs not fear the military might of this
country, but will they buy us out? With the Japanese
buying so much, can the United States complain?
No,as the United States will have an economic ally.
Germany is helping to rebuild a piece of the cold
war, something the United States has not rushed to
do. Also, new Germany is friendly, and that is better
than the alternative.

. UP

Time and Newsweek in their recent issues,tried to
tackle the question, who lost Kuwait, by providing a
lorig list of people ~ho are being criticized for failing
to predict the intentions of Sadam Hussain. Some of
them are even being accused of siding with him before
the invasion.
Although many western and middle-eastern
countries share the responsibility of helping Sadam
build })is military empi.r e by providing him with
financial and military resources (mainly due to their
shared hatred for Iran), but none of them can be
actually accused oflosing Kuwait.
If someone has to be blamed for that then it should
be the ruling family of Kuwait. One of the major
reasons of.the invasion was diplomatic failure which
transpired due to the lack of a intelligent and reliable
political system in Kuwait.
It is a tragedy that a few families still hold absolute
power in some middle-eastern countries. Monarchy
is an obsolete political institution. It suffocates the
political and social identity of the people ~d it only
serves to e~pand the already gigantic financial
enipi~es of the ruling families.
There are a few sensible rulers such as the Jordanian brothers Hassan and Hussain, who have paid
heed to the changing times and have begun a gradual
process of democrization which will eventually transfer all power to the representatives of the people. But
other monarchies have failed to follow their lead.
In a place like Arabia, the Saudi family rules like
the Pharaohs of the 20th century, keeping all political and judicial power among themselves.
·The Saudi family has been trying to legitimize
their rule by exploiting and manipulating the Islamic
laws (shariat) for their own benefit, while disregard-
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ing the fact that hereditary kingdoms find no legitimacy in Islam.
The non-existence of representative governments
in the Arab world assures their policies to be basically
discriminatory when it comes to wages and legal
system, especially towards the :workers from the
third world countries. Their laws concerning citizenship are extremely rigid and exclusionary, comparable to the ancient Greek "democracies."
The political vacuum which exists because of
monarchies, is one of the reason why after so long, the
Arab-Israeli conflict and many other inter-Arab
problems remain unsolved. Most of the citizens of
these "oil rich nations" being economically safe remain unaware or unconcerned about the effect their
governments have on the rest of the Muslim world,
but the masses which are economically deprived and
desire change are denied political access and condi~
tioned by force.
It is absurd for the United States to call for the
restoration of the Emirate in Kuwait, it can be by no
means be considered legitimate. Al-Sabbah family
has proved it's inability to·rule.
They, for once, should be held accountable for their
policies, and must atone for the damage they have
done to their people. Restoring the power to that
family would be like handing back the gun to a
murderer.

-Shayan Elahi is a freshman majoring in pre-law.
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•NOTT.HE GESTAPO
his absurb belief that only people
Editor:
outside the great walls of Orange
Editor In Chief
This letter is in response to the County commit crimes and people
Jamie Carte
editorial by Patrick A. Stewart within are exempt from ·the law.
Jenn if er Offenburger
News Editor
printed on Oct. 4. Mr. Stewart ex- Rather than accusing the Sheriffs
Sports Ed itor
Roy Fuoco
pressed his concern ab6ut the ar- Office of "Gestapo tactics" howSteven M. Conner
Confetti Editor
rest of 21 people by the Orange .ever, the mature student would
Melissa Stoker
Copy Editor
County Sheriffs office at Fox Hunt accept responsibility for his acJocelyn Jepson
Opinion Editor
Lanes. I am a UCF student and an tions, especially after admitting
Brian M. Wente
Art Director
Orange County Deputy.
them.
Michael Pohl
Photo Editor
On a related note, many DepuFirst, let me say I was not perLloyd Whitehead
Production Manager
sonally involved in the Fox Hunt . ties are UCF students. As such, the
incident.
Sheriff has authorized the use of
Thomas Negron
Business Manager
I would suggest that any gath- their assigned vehicles for transOff ice Manager
Tracy Torres
ering requiring 21 arrests to pre- portation to and from class.
Vic Kirazian
Advertising Manager
serve ·the peace would certainly
Sgt. Steven M. Hougland
David J. Shoulberg
Ad Production Manager
English
fall within the parameters of the
Armand Cimaroli
Advertising Staff
unlawful assembly statute.
Jeff Celebre
Mr. Stewart asks, "Aren't the • PEACE AT 2 A.M.
Staff Members: Scott Beaman, Bridget Clark, Kathryn Croshy, Anne Decker,
police .... supposed to protect those Editor:
Cindy Farrens, Jim Ferguson, Ramona Grooten, Joelle Suboume
people in the county from external
I am writing in response to Patdangers, not ones (dangers) they rick A. Stewart's Oct. 4, column,
Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or Individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Administration,
(Orange County citizens) are cre- "Justice Planned." Just because
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Edftor must be typed, maximum of 300 words and indude
ating?" Here, Mr. Stewart admits you are a college student, and a tax
the author's signature, major and phone nurrber. Letters are subject to editing for grammar
and space and become the copyrighted property of the news1><4>er. Names may be withheld
the
party was a danger and that payer, doesn't give you or any other
but the newspaper reserves the right to refuse publication of any letter. The Central Florida
Future Is a free.non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the academic year and
those present were the cause.
student the right to party as to
weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are qlen to the public.
But perhaps more distrurbing is violate the rights of other tax pay-

ing citizens who would like peace
at 2 a.m. and not 500 rowdy
drunks partying in the streets.
The reason the Orange County
Sheriffs Office made all those
arrests is because as long as
people call and complain, it is the
job of our police to ensure the
rights of citizens and to keep the
peace.
Every student must accept the
responsibilities of their actions.
We should appreciate that we
have police that take every complaint seriously and are there to
protect and help us.
Maybe if we students learned
to control ourselves, we wouldn't
have to worry about the police.
Mr. Stewart, if you wish not to
support the police in taxes, I
would be more than happy to send
you what you paid this year for
police ... 50 cents (that is, ifyou are .
a homeowner in this county.)
J. Anthony McLoughlin

criminal justice
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'DR. DeMINUS
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WHAT DID YOU
DO LAST NIGHT?
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D 1l D.

by Charles Rudd
HAT.I YOU PLAY 0 & D? I
CAN'T BELIEVE TUIS! GET BACK
TO REALITY MANl I HATE IT
WHEN PEOPLf GO AROUND UV/NG
IN A DREAM WORLD! .
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WHOOO .1 LOOI<
AT HER ...
J'M OUTTA
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AR£ YOU KIDDING~
WHrRf. ARE
YOU GOING?

TELL!
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AFTER HERi SHE

WANTS Mf I CAN
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National ·H ealth care provides .an alternative

Wein the UnitedStateshavethetendencytothink
ofour country as the last great bastion of equality. We
generally believe that all people have the ability to
• make it big in this great country, no matter what ·
their upbringing or inherent personal abilities;
American success stories such as Horatio Alger
and Madonna are our birthright. No matter who you
are, the stars are yours for the taking.
All of this egalitarianism is based on equality of
opportunity, i.e. the right to life, liberty and the
• pursuit of happiness.
But what happens when this pursuit is curtailed
by a physical inability to achieve, such as debilitating .
sickness?
·
In our country of greatness and achievement, a
person is essentially out ofluck. If you can not afford
to pay your way out of illness, the Social Darwinisitic
• attitudes of our leaders assures that the blame falls
squarely upon the individual for not foreseeing the
calamities that would befall him/her.
In other words, the victim is his/her own victimizer.
Welcome to the kinder and gentler nation of our
Republican Leaders, where wealth is a birthright

•

and pove:rty a sin.
.
If you can a!ford to pay for your heath care, you
obviously have done something right. Conversely, if
you can not afford health care, it is your own fault if
you get caught in the spiral of decay and debilitation.
If the United States is the kinder, gentler nation
of proclamations, .why are our politicians at the federal level afraid of the issue of national health care?
Isn't the right to life one of the guarantees of our
Constitution?
Is the courage to change an unequal system of
health care a scarce commodity on Capitol Hill?
Money and political power certainly isn't in short
supply. The American Medical Association, with one
of the ten largest political action·committees in the
United States, -operating in the heart of our nation's
capital, utililizes its pecuriiary and political influence
to maintain the current state of medical affairs, with
its inherent self-serving goals of monetary enrichment.
With the average physician in private practice in
the United States making 5 to 6 times the average
industrial wage (about $21.6,900 gross income), there
is no doubt that the field is a lucrative one .

lllll\\111t
Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the great
majority of the professionals in this field have an
interest in maintaining their income, and their way
of life.
But what of the average person, the one with the
greatest stake in the system, their health? Who looks
after them?
Certainly not their elected federal legislators.
Attempts at changing the current state of affairs
have either reflected the agenda of the AM.A, or
contain in itself the seeds ofits own destruction, such
as Senator Kennedy's CD-Mass.) concept of employer
paid health insurance.
While this would seem to be a nice alternative to
national health insurance, it would ultimately
cripple or destroy small business across the natiQn.
Nice try Teddy.

Selection of National·insect needs your input
.

·llJlltl
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damed impressive insects ourselves. In
South Florida, for example, we have industrial cockroaches that have to be equipped
with loud warning beepers so that so can
get out of their way when they back up. Or
we could pick a fierce warlike insect such
as the fire ant, although this could create
problems during official White House National Naming Ceremony ("WASHINGTON - In a surprise development yesterday that political observers believe could
affect the 1992 election campaign, President bush was eaten.")
Other strong possible candidates for
National Insect include: the gnat, the
imported Japanese beetle, the chigger, the
· praying mantis, Jiminy Cricket, the
laughing mantis, the lobster, the dead
bugs in your light fixture, the skeet-shooting mantis and Sen. Jesse Helms. I could
go on , but my purpose here is not to name
all the possibilities; my purpose is to create
strife and controversy for no good reason.
And you can help to further the controversy. I recently accursed a highly trained,
well-staffed, modern Research Department. Her name is Judi Smith, and she is
severely underworked because I never
need anything resE!arched other than the
question of what is the frozen-yogurt Fla-

I am sick and tired of our so-called "representatives" in Washington being influenced
by powerful special-interest groups on crucial federal issues. As you have no doubt
gathered, I am referring to the current effort
to name an Official National Insect.
This effort, which I am not making it up,
was alertly brought to my attention by Rick
.
Guldan, who's on the staff ofU.S. Rep. James
~
Hansen of Utah, at least until this column
0
i
gets published. Rick sent me a letter that was· -=.,;
~
mailed to congresspersons by the Entomo~
r,
logical Society of America. (An "entomolo~
~
gist" is defined by Webster's as "a person who
~
studies entomology.") The letter urges Rep.
~
Hansen to support House Joint Resolution
411, which would "designate the monarch
butterfly as our national insect." The letter
~
gives a number of reasons, including that
~
"the durability of this insect and its travels
into the unknown emulate the rugged pio- ~,_-...;,;;;;;;,,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:..:.;...;;.....:..~..l'
neer spirit and freedom upon which this
vor of the Day at the cafeteria.
nation was settled."
So I'm asking you to write your preference for
The letter is accompanied by a glossy political- is to whomp them with a hard-cover work of fiction at
National Insect on a POSTAL CARD. (If you send a
campaign-style brochure with color photographs least the ·size of "Moby Dick."
But what bothers me if the way the Entomological letter, the Research Department has been instructed
showing the monarch butterfly at work, sunning on
, the beach, relaxing with its family, etc. There's also Society is trying to slide this thing through Congress , to laugh in the diabolical manner of Jack Nicholson
a list entitled "Organizations Supporting The Mon- without considering the views of the average citizen as The Joker and throw it away promptly and unarch Butterfly," including the Friends of the Mon- who does ·not have the clout or social standing to opened.) Send your card to: National Insect Survey,
arch, the National Pest Control Association, the belong to powerful elite "insider" organizations such do Judi Smith, The Mi~ Herald Tropic Magazine,
Southern Maryland Rock and Mineral Club and the as the Saginam County Mosquito Abatement 1 Herald Plaza, Miami, Fla. 33132.
Judi will read all the entries and gradually go
Saginaw County Mosquito Abatement Commission. Commission. Before Congress makes a decision of the
Needless to say I am strongly in favor of having an magnitude, we, the public, should get a chance to vote insane. Then I'll let you know which insect is preofficial national insect. If history teaches us one o.n the national insect. We might feel that, in these ferred by you, The People, and we can start putting
lesson, it is that a nation that has no national insect times of world tension, we don't want to be repre- serious press.u re on the Congress. If all goes well, this
is a nation that probably also does not celebrate sented by some cute flitting critter. We might want could wind up costing the taxpayers millions of dolSoybean Awareness month. I also have no problem something.that commands respect, especially in light lars.
In closing, let me stress one thing, because I don't
with the monarch butterfly per se. ("Per se" is Greek if the fact that the Soviet Union recently selected as
for "unless it lays eggs in my salad.") Butterflies are ITS national ins.ect the Chernobyl Glowing Beetle, want to get a lot of irate, condescending mail from
nice to have around whereas with a lot of other which grows to a length of 1 7 feet and can mate in insect experts correcting me on my facts: I am well
aware that Sen. Helms is, technically, a member of
insects, if they get an;.where near you, your imm~di midair with military aircraft.
Fortunately, we American have some pretty the arachnid family.
ate reaction, as.an ecologically aware human bemg,
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'EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRYStudents, Staff, Faculty all invited.
God and Creation theme. Student Ctr.
RM 214, Wed. Noon Dr. Ashmun Brown

1

M.tJ. Hey AXA get ready for an awe som e

Homecoming. Good luck Marci you love
goddess I IIB~ good luck with Rock the Arrow
Tri-Delts, don't forget Chapter Retreat.
ACACIA
The beach social with the beautiful ladies of
M.tJ. and the brothers of I:AE was fantastic
Beta Pi, remember the pledge retreat is Satur
day. Jon P., thanks for the delicious brother's
dinner. House improvement month made the
house sparkle. Will Higgins ever wash his
glasses? Rock the Arrow coaches, we love
you. The tradition of excellence begins.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Romp, Romp, Romper Room I Thanks to AMI
for yet another great social. That much fun
should be illegal. l:AE, thanks for having us
Sat. night to quarter down. Tonite is Philly
Joe's night. Be there, not.All-Pro. Joe, Jim
this means you! Are you afraid? Silvea, hope
you didn't drop any soap, you indecent guy
you. IIB~.wecan'twaittoRocktheArrow. Hit
those books for mid-term. Remember, he who
slacks is lost. Sig Ep, we are the goods. XAI:
Delta Sigma Pi
Meeting Wed-Be there & be prepared! Remember to have all homework and papers
done before the 25th. Study in advance for
those tests-NO MORE EXCUSES!!! DSP NO
LAME-O'S HERE!ll
Alpha Tau Omega
Wow, what a weekend! Two weeks until
campout-better make sure Brian has your
money-Don't miss out - What, no new additions to the inmate of the week club? Way to
goATO.
Pi Kappa Alpha
Get set for Goombay this weekend with Af'
and.AMI. PledgeslookedgreatSunday. PKA
football dominates again ... Ask ATO. Keep
it up.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Football today TKE II vs IQ;@ 4:00
Wednesday TKE I vs ATO@ 4:00
Assoc MEMS 3 fire's is this weekend,
so be ready. TKE I football awesome
job against AXA. Puddin say Go TKE.
Pi Beta Phi
Hey Greeks com Rock Our Arrow
support your AdonisiAphrodite
Candidate MWF 11-1 Cafeteria
Sweeney's Wed 7:30 Dance Line C Ya
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Thanks to everyone who tipped a few and cut
up the dance floor at the Bullfrog Party. Hope
you had as much fun as we did. Also, thanks
to the special ladies of U and AMI for a chill
social. Let's hook up again soon. Last but not
least, we enjoyed catchin' some rays with M.tJ.
on Sunday. Killer weekend E'sl Don't forget
to support your ball teams. The Cudas are 20 with victories of 42-0 and 26-7. They play
this week along with SAE I so get your rear
ends out there. Later.

Newman Club
The new activity calendar is ready. Dinners
Talks, Parties, Camping, Prayer, Mass, and
several service projects. Check it out!
281-4438 Catholic Campus Ministry.
Baptist Campus Ministry
Here it si, Tuesday again. Got 'dem al I
~ressed up/Nowhere to go blues? Have I go t
JUSt the thing for you! BCM Christian Fellowship holds Knight Lite this Thursday 7pm SOL
Surf Club
Meetings every Wednesday at 8:30pm in the
Wild Pizza. Afterwards buy a beer, watch a
surf flick, and listen to the best Alternative
music.

I
1 or 2 F N/S roommate(s) needed to share 2B/
2B apt. Own bath. Lakeside, pools, tennis
courts, laundry room on premises. Needed
ASAP. Must be neat and courteous. Professional-minded student(s), but fun as wellll
Call 679-4515 and leave a message. We will
call you right back!
Beautiful 3B/2B home in Stillwater just 2 miles
from UCF looking for roommate( s) MIF immediately 365-6299

SWAT
,
SWAT's 5th Annual Biathlon! ·
Race day is Sat. Oct. 13 at 7am
2 mile run-8 mile bike-2 mile run.
Enter the raoo or help with events.
FREE food T-shirts Prizes. Call X5841
Public Relations Club meets today 2:30pm PH
104 interested parties are welcome!
Students Against Driving Drunk
Banner Party tomorrow 11-2 on the green.
Let's get psyched I Meetings Thursday 5:00 in
the Wellness Center. 281-5841. Everyone
Welcome!

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967 .
UNDER $200/MTH each with roommate,
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath, appliances, Patio doors
to Balcony/Patio, walk to UCF, move in now,
Leave Msg at 831-2733. Negotiable.
Roommate wanted to share three bedroom 2
bath condo located in Tuscawilla area $235
plus one third expenses non-smoker 3662273
Dean Road Duplex 2 bedroom 2 bath $400.00
per month $300.00 deposit
Children Welcome
Call 889-0170 Please leave message.
For rent 2 bdrm 2 bath across from UCF,
appliances, available now. $390
Watson Realty 629-6643
Room w/private bath $200 mo plus utilities,
furn, W/D, No smoking, Den available, conservative mature adult, No alcoholic beverages
366-5271 PM.

BMW 325e 1985
Burgundy and beautiful one owner, loaded,
excellent immaculate condition.
Retail
$10,600, sacrifice $9,900. All service records
Call (407)633-6186
1983 4 wheel dr. Red Pickup, Chevrolet S10,
with rapper, many extras $13,900
Suzuki SOCC motorcycle $150;Yamaha 250
$150 Call Shirley at 841-7 437
'86. Chevy Celebrity good condition $3500
OBO 857-3123 After Spm 876-1342
'83 Shelby Charger 5 spd new paint, brakes, &
tires exc. cond. $2500
298-0413 Lvg. Msg
KAWASAKI KX 250
Excellent cond. very low hrs.
$1200 Must see 273-1187 Danny

Wanted: Female to share fully frnsh 211 apt.
Iocated 5 miles form UCF on a lake $230/mo
+ 1/2 utilities. Call or leave message at 6770249.

'79 Camino, Black, fresh 350 2BBL
AC,PW,PL,PB,PS· Buckets, Chrome SS+'s
many new parts stereo optional. $3,000 OBO
275-9538 Jason

Assumable-2BR-1/2 Duplex-Near UCF.
FURNISHED-Call SHIRLEY HAERING
WATSON REALTY, to see 628-2573 $49,500

Responsible FINS roommates needed to
share 212. Fully furnished. 112 mile from UCF.
$165 + 1/3. 380-9600

Acoustic Guitar
$50.00
671-1139

M/F Roommate needed to share 28/2B 5 min.
fram UCF. Private parking, yard. $210+1/2
util. Call 381-0809
Female roommate needed to share a two
bedroom 2 bath townhouse. A room with
private bath vacant $215 month plus 1/3 utiliti e_s. Call 380-3774 or 677-0621.
Roommate wanted to share 2br/2bath duplex
$200/month + 1/2 utilities. Call 281-4405
Non-smoker preferred.

Need responsible MIF roommate 28/2BAltamonte, Lakefront, Pools, Tennis. $250 + 1/2
util. Call 331-0171 ASAP

$248 Eastern Airline Travel Scrip.
Will sell fro $174 Or Best Offer
Please call Denis~ 857-3201
Baby crib brown wood, very pretty.
$80; Twin size bed complete with Orthopedic
II Sears mattresses & brass headboard $175;
Call after 4pm at 658-1573
AT &T 6300 PC 20MG hard drive
Color monitor internal Hayes-200B
Modem IBM/AT compatible includes
fallowing software; Lotus 123/dBase
II I plus Timeline Great Deal II
Asking $1,350. Call 323-9539 Anytime
UCF area 2.5 acres 1.5 miles SW of college
campus, 1 block from New Univ. HS-Mobile
home possible. Must sell 24900 TERMS 4076 95-3080
1 Airplane ticket leaves Orlando Airport on 112 483 ask for Cindy

Pioneer receiver $150 080 Jensen home
s peakers 3-way 15" Woofer $100 Kenmore
dishwasher $75 Call 281-4405

S

T

ATIENTION:Greeks, Clubs, and Individuals.
Trip organizers wanted for Ski and Sun Tours,
Inc. Earncashalidgoforfree. Call Moguls Ski
and Sun Tours, Inc. 1-800-666-4857

Students $7/hr. Demonstrate reading programs and educational materials. Call Dave
at629-934fl

Fast * Professional * Accurate
KCO Inc WP & DP $1.25/2.50 678·6735
Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431
Aloma #211 671-4414.
•
Reasonable and fast typing service.
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

Cali

TYPING/Wor9 Proc. by 15 yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045
ASC Typing Service Reports , resumes, proposals, etc. Affordable rates .-Pickup &delivery. 695-1917.
Fast accurate typing. While-U-Wait & same
day service avail. 895-7189

Fast turn around; resumes, term
papers, etc. SE Orlando-381-0307

•
Someone wanted to share a ride Tues. &
Thurs Mornings/early afternoon
MELBIPALM BAY area. 768-0267

•

portable 1 20MG Hard Dr Star Printer $700
Eric 352-7323

Roommate needed. Own room in spacious 3
bdhouse. 1/4 of all bills. 15 minutes from UCF,
7 minutes from VCC. Call Amrith at 277-5071

Honda Scooter '86 low miles great Cond.
s treet legal. $400 678-7185

F only Fox Hunt 2Br 2 Ba W/D ASAP 6717595 Leave Message

1989 YZ 125 Race ready new tires
top end kit many extras all receipts $2000 OBO
275·9538 Lenny

•

•
LH 00051
Quiet, Christian SWM is looking for nice looking, friendly Christian SWF 18-22. Please
include phone# and photo with response.
•·

I

To respond to a Lonely Heart:

MALE MODELS NEEDED
for a test photo shooting
For More Info 679-1767

Send your response in a sealed envelope with -..
a stamp. Place Lonely Hearts number on
lower leftcornerofenvelope. Place Response
envelope in an envelope and mail or drop off
at the Central Florida Future P.O. Box 25000,
Orlando, FL 32816

I

..

RESUMES-Professional Writing, editing, and
typesetting services. For details, call Resume
House's 24 hour information line at 904-3716769.
Tarot Readings, by appt. 898-1684
THE CORPORATE IMAGE-Professional
Resumes that get results!! Custom designing, interview techniques, Laser printed.
CALL: 679-7179 .

For Sale Mountain Bike ATB 22" Frame Mongoose Alta 1990 21 speed Toe strap Water
Bottle Like new $300 671-5542

Math tutor ·Alg/Trig/Calc Call Mike 679· .
0251 Day or Evening

Do you feel as though your job prospects are
Iimited? Marketing and business Grads &
Majors wanted. Call Guy 767-3946

TRUE BLUE IBM XT COMPUTER 640K
2OMG Hard Dr. Star Prntr $950. COMPAQ

Male roomy to rent private bedroom in 3 bed
2 bath house. $200 + 1/3 power. Free cable
TV, VCR, local phone, washer/dryer and 10
min. from UCF. Call Tom or Richard at 6796918

•

NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell short how-to
reports. Free details: Dana-AE 1 Box 292845,
Dayton, OH 45429

20-90 at 6:25pm and arrives at Kalamazoo
Michigan at 10:07pm $150.00 080 Call 984M/F Roommate Needed
Sick of driving on Alafaya?
Pay Odown, $150/month (+ 1/3 util)
And live in Forest Highlands.
Convenient location.
Adjoining Research Park CAii
275-8693 and avoid the traffic

A

FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1,000 for your
campus organization. Plus
a chance at $5000 more!I
This program works I No
investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

I

Roommate Wanted to share 2br/2bath apt.
Near UCF, WID, pool, racquetball. $250/mo
+ 1/2 utilities. Call Joan 823-9949

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, WORD
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter quality/Laser
printing.

Caroline's Typing Service, accurate and professional - Reports, resumes, all correspondence - $2.25 per page. Call Caroline 3489316 (407)

Apts across Jrom UCF. Extras. Move in
specials! $420-$445 212 balcony some
Washer/Dryer, Some with new carpet. All
Appliances. 678-7185

New Spark Laptop, in case, 640K $575;new in
box Datavue25 portable computer. 728K
$575;Epson wide carriage printer used twice
#375;TRS wide carriage printer, Daisy wheel
$250; Maynard internal 20MB drive, Misc.
841-7437

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.

FRENCH: TYPING!fUTORING 568-1219

'80 Mustang LX 6cyl runs good chrome mags
new trans. Stereo optional
$1400 OBO 275-9538 Lenny

F

ROOMMATE(S) WANTED: 3/2 in Sussex
Place. F, N/S, quiet. Avail. lmmed. New locks!
Micro, D/Washer, partly furn. $225 + util. Call
Grace 281-4251 or 273-6454 leave msg

Responsible roommate $150 .00 Plus 1/2 utiliti es. Call for mo.re info. 823-9268

Best Fundraiser On-Campus! Looking for a
fraternity, sorority or student organization that
would like to earn $500-$1 ,000 for a one-week
on-campus marketing project. Must be organ·
ized and hardworking. Call Lisa G. at (800)
592-2121.

Large 212 w/private balcony or patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask
about our move-in special 282-5657.

JMJ LIFE CENTER, 603 Virginia Dr.
Free pregnancy test & referrals.
898-5751
Get into the high life, become a licensed pilot in
a s little as 3 months, or just come along for the
ri de. Pilot Instruction or Chartered flights
available. For more info. Call Frank823-7747

•
DooleyHappy 7 months only 17 more to go
I Love You, Roscoe
BRIAN, 3 yrs. ago we met & a lasting &
beautiful love began. Happy 3rd year. Happy
21st B-DI Love, MARN .

•

•

Jennifer Cashin! HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
I hope that it's the beginning of a great yearl
Love Stephanie
Brettll Where were you Mon. I waited for you •
all night. You better have a good e.xcuse, jerk I
If you want to make it up to me take me to the
Houseshakers ·tonight @ 9pm at the Wild
Pizza. Remember Bobby? I still have his •
number.. Barbie

•
..
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acone ran twice for 26 yards to
move the ball to the five. After
a penalty moved the Knights
, FROM PAGE 16
back 10 yards, Jones completed a 10-yard pass to Beckthird-and-10, Jones hit Sean ton and a five-yard pass to
• Beckton for a 41-yard touch- Shawn Jefferson for the
down pass.
game's final score.
UCF linebacker Bobby SpitDespite the big lead with
ulski sacked Samford quarter- time running out, the Knights'
• back Ted Darby on a third defense . continued to play
down play on the Bulldogs' hard. Ray Irvin picked off his
next possession. The Bulldogs second pass of the year and re• were forced to punt.
turned 23 yards with nearly
The Knights again put to- three minutes to play.
gether a scoring drive, this
UCFs starting quarterback
time all on the ground. Gi- again did not finish the game.
~ acone ran twice, Balasis ran
Peeples (5-of-14 passing for 50
twice and English sandwiched yards) started the game, but
runs of 12 and 15 yards be- Jones replaced him.
• tween a five-yard run-by MonJones led scoring drives on
trel Greene to finish the drive. five of the six possessions he
Jason Kotar recovered a directed. He finished with 93
Samford fumble on the ensu- yards on 6-of-10 passing.
• ing kickoff to give the Knights Jones did not throw a single
possession on Bulldog 31. Gi- interception this game. Jones

SAMFORD

..

•

•
•

has thrown five interceptions
this season, though. ·Football Notes: Irvin became UCF's career interception return leader with 223
yards. He passed Reggie Edwards (203 yards).
Beckton, who caught three
passes for 50 yar.ds, has caught
passes in 34 consecutive
games. He broke Teddy
Wilson's receiving record of 33
consecutive games with at
least one reception.
The only receiving record he
does not have is total yards. He
has 2,343 yards, a figure that
trails Wilson (2,443) and Bernard Ford (2,361).
Going into the game, the
Knights averaged 29.4 points
per game and ranked sixth in
Division I-AA. With the 37
points
scored
against
Samford, they now averag-e
-30.6 points.

Knights ·must capture Eagles. in playoff hunt

•

•

11

49-0.
37-16.
Those aren't just numbers. Those
are the scores of the last two UCF victories.
Yes, they could he considered blowouts. But it should not be expected that
tb.e Knights will continue defeating
their opponents with margins of victories similar to the national budget
deficit.
That's because UCF will return to
the Citrus Bowl on Oct. 20 to face the
Georgia Southern Eagles. You remember the Eagles. The three-time national champion Eagles beat UCF 311 7 in the last two meetings between the
two teams.
Georgia Southern, with its flexbone

have to go only 30 yards or less.
UCF opponents must be shuddering
at
the thought of facing the Knights,
* * *
With all the focus placed on the de- should they find a quarterback who
fense with its consistent play, tRejob of can play the whole game effectively. A
offensive coordinator Mike Kruczek mistake-free game from the quartershould not be overlooked. On the 198 7 back should make the UCF offense
playoff team, the Knights' offensive unstoppable against almost any ofgame -lived and died on the arm of fense.
quarterback Darin Slack. Although the
* * *
One thing that has allowed UCF to
Knights ran the ball at times, their
success depended on the passing game. maintain its high level of play this year
But between then and now, the has been a minimum ofserious injuries
Knights have become a running team. to key players. The Knights have,
· The spread offense, which used to be an however, lost a key player.
Ted Coltrain injured his back in a
integral part of the UCF attack, is
game against Kentucky State when he
dusted off infrequently.
* * *
The last time the Knights made a
Yet Kruczek, the architect of that of- caught th~ last two passes ofhis career.
playoff run (1987), they won seven of · fense, has still produced an offense that A senior, he will not play again for the
their last eight games. Their only loss averages more than 30 points per Knights. UCF lost a dependable rewas to Florida A&M.
game. It's a credit to Kruczek adjusting ceiver who is capable of coming up with
Some of this year's squad was com- to the str.e ngths of his personnel. Some the big catches.
In fact, the two catches against the
posed of freshmen Sean Beckton, Bill credit also should go to the defense,
Stewart, Craig Marsden, Mark Gi- which produced turnovers that consis- Thorobreds were acrobatic receptions.
acone and Ray Irvin. These players fill tently gives UCF great field position. It He finishes his career with 37 career
major roles this year so the Knights do does make it easier to score when you receptions.
offense, is not quite the unbeatable 150 team oflast year. The Eagles are 3-3.
But they also are ranked 20th in Division I-AA.
A victory over the Eagles would not
only put UCF in the rankings (if they
don't crack the polls this week), but it
would also give UCF the satisfaction of
knocking the Eagles out of the playoffs.
But after UCF beats the Eagles (I
guess we should think positive), Southern Illinois and Liberty remain on th~
horizon. Both teams are ranked in the
top 20, and UCF must defeat both
teams to make the playoffs.

..

have the necessary experience to lead
the team down the stretch.

If what happened

.

·At f he Baek Doori

Wednesday Nites
2 for 1 admission w/thi~ ~d
$1.50 Kazi & Sex on the Beach
$1 .50 drinks

Th• best In Alternative music with DJ Johnny Ace from Daytona
5100 Adanson street, Orlando

629-4779

on your inside
happened on your
outside, would
you still smoke?
NOVEMBER 15.
THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT.

(\

Freshman leads Surf Club
to victory on his last ride
UCF riders iri the finals for
. which consists of six male surfers, one female surfer and one other catagories were Ed
bodyboarder, had four surfers Westburg in bodyboard and
Sher1ssa Elam and Jennifer
win their first heats.
·
Steve Shaffer, Danny Rowlette in women's.
ST. AUGUSTINE-The
Westburg received 6th
UCF Surf Club slashed its way Young, David llano and Andy
to victory Sunday at the first Sauder all received unam~ place in bodyboarding and
National Scholastic Surfing mous decisions from the Elam won the women's divi-.
sion. Rowlette followed.
.
Association contest of the sea- judges.
These finshes improved the
AU did not go well with
son.
The team drove to St. Au- these judges, for one of UCF's team's point total but was not
gustine Saturday night and riders ·Sterling Walker was enough to overtake the Flagler
· camped out on the beach. At given last place during his first team. It was up to the Young, a
freshman, to produce the team
8:30 Sunday morning, it began round heat.
The judges somehow mis- title.
its competition with the other
He needed a big finish to
sed all five of his rides and did
teams.
CFF I-ILi:; PHOTO
UCFwas competing against not score him for any points. accomplish this task.
With the fate of the team in
the University of Florida, They would not uphold his
UCF had a wrestling team in the 70s and early sos, but the prohand he defeated the five
his
but
this
proved
to
be
protest,
Fiagler,
and
the
Florida
Instigram was eliminated because of the athletic debt.
· only a temporary setback for. other contestants to win his
tute ofTechnology.
division and seal victory for
The waves ranged from the team.
Flagler also came on strong tlie team.
three to five feet and the water
"The team surfed great inwas choppy due to strong early advancing all of its eight
riders. This put the team in spite of the poor judging," team
southeast winds.
Many of the · competitors go.od position to take the over- coordinator Andy Sauder said.
"We all kept-our cool about it,
had trouble getting their four- all team title.
The Flagler team was pre- and it all worked in the end so
ride limit, which is crucial to
·advance.
pared for this contest, which there ·are no hard feelings.~
SurfClubNotes:The UCF
was
on their home beach.
"The waves were great
limelight.
UCF
quickly
regrouped
Surf
Club holds meetings
compared
to
what
we've
seen
by D. Scott Holman
The club is considered to be lately," NSSA director Chris though and surfed the next every Wednesday night at the
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
semiactive club and is less eli- Wetchon said. "Usually the round aggresively. Six mem- Wild Pizza and is encouraging
gible for funding than it would waves go down by the time we bers advanced to the third any new members to join the
. The UCF Wrestling Club is be if it had more members .
start running heats for some round.
club.
"We would like at least 12 reason." - ·
suffering from a lack of memNext week, the team will
Four of the six were in the
members, but we are trying to
bers.
UCF got off to a great start men's semifinal. This proved take a break from the competiMark Geary, the leader of recruit as many people as pos- with seven of the eight mem-_ to be a tough set of heats. Only tion and to a weekend campthe club and the USA Wres- sible," Geary said.
hers, advancing through the Danny Young advanced into ing trip at Long Point Park in
The club holds practices at 4 first rqund of heats. The team, the men's final.
tling Coordinator of Florida,
Melbourne Beach.
said the number of active p.m. Monday through Thursmembers is down to about day at Oviedo High School.
Geary, who is a former UCF ·
eight or nine.
"With all the high school wrestler and assistant wreswrestlers graduating and tling coach, said anyone intergoing on to college, we know ested in joining the club -is
the · interest is out there," welcome.
The club was established
... Geary said. "We just need to
when the UCF wrestling team ·
~~-" ~~ 'infqrm them of the dub."
~Y[ . . ~. Jn an attempt to raise frinds was disbanded in. the mid:-BOs·
h.~ . \q~. ~~vertising, the cl~ held as a-result ofUCF's well-docu·
~ i ~- :- ~W open tournament m the ment budget deficit.
. ~.-: .UCF gym. Child, high school ·
· At the time, UCF was the
:: ~- -~. ·'atrtd college divisions competed only Florida college With an
t · in the tournament.
NCAA team. Currently, no
:~'The tournament brought Florina college has a wrestling
:.. in roughly $350 which we can team.
_now use to spread the word
Beginning in November,
We now deliver Larry's Ice Cream
UCF will hold dual meets. The
about the club," Geary said.
(Pints and Quarts only)
This· money, combined with teams in Florida that will be
the funds received from Stu- included in UCF's schedule
FOR THE· DISCRIMINATING lcouPON-DINNER FO.R-;-------,
dent Government, should help are the University of Florida
. CUSTOMER!
I
2 SPAGHETII DINNERS W/SALAD
I
·
bring UCF wrestling into the and Embry-Riddle.
by Matt Mccredie

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

l
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t.

Former UCF wrestler
looking for members ·
to join wrestling club
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DELl,VERY SERVICE

:1 99 I

and garlic bread
I*
I Not valid with other offers

L

GRADUATING SENIORS:
Now it's time for a career.
Prepare to work in law as a

PARALEGAL

at The National Center for Paralegal Training
MIAMI - FORT LAUDERDALE
• College degree or employee sponsorship
required
• 4 month day I 8 month evening programs
• Employment assistance
• Faculty of practicing attorneys
• Gasses in Miami or Ft. Lauderdale
• Student loans for qualified students
Meet with our representative
Wednesday, October 24~ 8:30 am - 4 pm
Contact College Placement Office for an appointment.
Call or write for a free brochure and more information.

The National Center for Paralegal Training
1460 Brickell Ave., Suite 200, Miami, FL 33131
(305) 377-1460 I (800) 535-5093
Name
Address
City - - - - - - College
Phone: (day)
Best time to call is: - - - -

State _ _ Zip _
Yr. Grad _ _ __
(eve)
A.M., or _ _ P.M.

Those of you who are
savouring a HOT
oven Pizia made with
fresh dough, bountiful salads with
mounds of meats,
.cheeses, and vegetables or one of our
authentic Italian
Pastas topped with a
zesty meat sauce...
We deliver until 11 p.m. on weekdays

PICK UP THE PHONE
NOW
AND DIAL

282-0505
YOUR LINE TO QUALITY!

·

Kelsey's

I

C$ •

·

-_j

jcOuPciN--LARGE1-;r.-- - - -j

· CHEESE PIZZA
I *
1
Not valid with other offe·rs ONLY
L
Kelsey's

Or9

$6-

I
I

-i
rc--------------couPoN
ANY 12" HOT

I

.

:

GRINDER

oO of(\ I
I
I

,·

'Si'\·

•Not valid with other offers

Kelsey's

~O~ON--LARGE~.. -----1

I
I I

PIZZA W/ANY ONE ITEM
*Not valid with other offers

. 9
$6-9

I
I

•
•

I

~OUPON-lw~:~:------~
I
I
I

h ·

Get 2 1O" Pizzas with
any 2 Toppings For Only

*Not valid with other offers

Kelsey's

·

99
$'\().

I
I
I.

ico~oo~AR~R>RS~~~--1

I
I .

Buy 14" Pizza
For Price of 1O"

:

•

I

L-~~alid~~th:_~r.:_ _ _ _Ke}sey's_J

•
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Bill Stewart packs a big punch at linebacker
~

by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

When UCF played Kentucky State
two weeks ago, the Knights knew they
were much better than the Thorobreds.
But that knowledge did not lead to a
defensive letdown, and senior linebacker Bill Stewart was the prime
reason.
Coach Gene McDowell said that
with a little more size, Stewart (5-10,
200 pounds) could play professional
football.
.
"He plays like a pro," McDowell said.
"If he were three inches taller and 15
pounds heavier he would be in the
NFL."
On the third play of the game, Ste- .
wart came up with a quarterback sack.
And he did not end there. In less than a
half of action, he added anther tackle
for a loss, finishing with four tackles.
With seven more tackes against
Samford Saturday afte111oon, Stewart
is tied for the lead in tackles.
But it comes as a surprise to his
teammates and coaches who often see
Stewart hit as hard in practice as he
does in games.
"He works harder than anyone I
have ever seen," junior linebacker Eric
Jones said. "I'm not surprised he is tied
for the lead in tackles. He is definitely
an overachiever."
Stewart came to UCF from Armwood High School in Seffner, where he
earned All-Conference and All-County
honors as a. safety.
"When I came to UCF, the coaches
asked me to play linebacker," Stewart
said. "I've played there eve.r since. It's a
harder position to play because you
can't read the offense as easily, but I

doesn't want to spoil a good thing.
"Stewart is a self-made football
Michael Pohl//CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
player.
He came to UCF when he
Senior linebacker Bill Stewart discusses strategy with defensive coordinator Deek
weighed
around 165 pounds," Pollard
Pollard during UCF's opening game against Troy State.
said. "His coaches before me helped
enjoy to play it more than the safety other UCF linebackers like Bobby·Spit- form him into a fine player. I don't want
ulski, who is viewed as a professional to mess him up. He plays hard, he ·
position."
Stewart worked hard and gairied prospect, Stewart is the leader of the studies hard and he lifts hard. He finds •
a way to play a huge man's game and
weight to play at inside linebacker for Knights' defense.
He is competing with sophomore does it very effectively."
the Knights.
McDowell said he feels Stewart was
The effort has paid off. He was sec- linebacker Rick Hamilton for the lead
a
pleasant
surprise coming out of high
in
tackles.
They
both
have
60."
[
S
t
e
ond on the team in tackles last year as
he made 63 stops. He was also second in wart] works very hard," Hamilton said: school.
"He was a walk-on for UCF, and I
"I know he would like to get the most
tackles in 1988 with 100 tackles.
"I always seem to come in second in tackles with_this being his senior year. liked the way he hit," McDowell said.
"He has a lot of intensity and great
tackles. With this being my last year He deserves everything he gets."
instincts. He reminded me of a lot of
year
defensive
coordinator
·First
here at UCF, it-would be nice to lead the
Don "Deke" Pollard also said he likes other great linebackers. That is the
team," Stewart said.
.
Despite the recognition given to what he sees in Stewart and that he position I felt he could excell at for us."
1

GET . YOURSELF OR YOUR

ORGAHIZATIOH TOGETHER AND ENTER. THE
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5th Annual UCF,

2 MILE A.UN
+

8 MILE BIKE
+

2 MILE RUN

·· ~

-0~-t-----.

SAT URDAY, OCTOBER 13, 199 0
8 AM, LA KE CLAIRE A T UCF
Entry fee includes:

A

~5WAF

Production ·

Individual and team categories
REL RV TERM = 1 runner, t cyclist
Cmale, female, or mixed}

*Friday pre-race pasta Party at Sheraton
*Commemorative T-shirt
*Race-da!I BBQ picnic b!I Kiwanis

*Sports massage by FSHTA
*Drawings tGrand Prize is $350 Hiyatta
road bike from Loco Motion)

AWRROS

*

Post-race activities:

lndividual male and femafe·
*Top 3 Ovet·ail
*Master O\lerall
*Top 3 in each age group
"Wellness Czat" Pt·ime" : $25 to any UCF
student who beats so year old wellness
author Don Rrdell Ph.O.

*Sword fights, crnwns, and dancing
ft"OITi

hor~es

Relay--male, female, mixed:

*
*

Top 3 teams in each divisic:.

*Volleyball, Swimming, Canoeing
*Awards ceremony and drawings
*BBQ Picnic (may be purchased s epar atefyJ

Ke!sey's pizza padies i o 1=t pi.:,ct: U:: .;:

Sfodent ham::

FOR MORE IHFO.

C~Ll

281-5841
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OR STOP BV THE WELLNESS CENTER
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Crew ·t eam rows and rows
to set record in fundraiser
and calls cadence. He is to the sport of crew what
the quarterback is to football. The rowers, led by
the stroke that sets the pace, use a single oar
sweep, meaning the rowers row on only one side
of the boat.
"It's a collegiate sport," said crew Coach
Derinis Kamrad. "We are a club, but we are for
real... We follow the same training sequence
that other universities use." And apparently
successful, for UCF is a national crew champion.
"We are the first team at UCF to win a men's
national championship and the first [team at
UCF] to win a women's national championship."
"O.K," I replied, rather impressed, "that's
great. But what about the world record? What
can you tell me about that?"
,;-The current world record, expla.lned Mike
(the apparent spokesman), is 120 continuous
hours rowed·by a British crew team. Previously,
UCF held the record with 100. hours rowed.
"We have broken the record [with 150 hours].
We are going to continue to row until noon
Sunday."
At the end of last season, the trailer carrying
the UCF racing shells over~urned. Two of the
shells were replaced and three shells were lost.
The team needs to raise $32,000 to offset the loss
of equipment. They raised $10,000 this week.
They plan to purchase two new shells from
the Goodwill Games that were used by the U.S.
national team in the world championships.
"What can you tell me, in summary, about the
sport of crew?" I asked, as the rain subsided.
Again, Mike spoke up, quoting an unknown
source, "Rowing uses more body parts than
cheap sausage." Ha, ha, ha-whoa that Mike, he's
a funny .guy. You see body parts... cheap sausage ... Well, never mind.

c

11r111111ri1i111.
As I walked across campus Saturday in the
rain, I recognized a small red and white tent,
which belongs to the crew team. You probably
saw it; it was there from 6 a.m. Sept. 24 until
noon Sept. 30.
However, I had no reason to stop by it until
Saturday. I was wet and the people under the
.terit were dry and that was reason enough.
"Do you mind ifl ask a few questions for The
Central Florida Future?" I asked, trying to justify my presence there under the tent.
"Sure," replied a guy sitting under the tent,
who was eating a pepperoni and cheese pizza.
"What would you like to know?" he asked,
picking up a slice of pizza.
"Well,"'! replied, "why don't y01,1 just tell me
what you think I should know. I am not too
· familiar with-the sport of crew." In truth, before Saturday, if people had called me a coxswain (a technical crewing term), I might have
hit them. I mean, hey, I have never even looked
at another guy.
"How about starting with the boat and the
positions in it," I suggested.
Mike, the guy eating pizza, explained that
the UCF crew team races an eight-man shell
constructed of strong, "super-stiff'' (must be
another technical crewing term) carbon fiber.
It is 58 feet long and 2 feet wide.
As for the positions in the boat, the coxswain, he explained, sits at the stern of the boat

~lchael
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THINGS ARE LOOKING UP Shannon Pack (8) and Kathy Fill attempt a return during action
against Tampa. UCF's next matches are in the minitournament.

GYMNAST/TUMBLERS
.AND ACTORS WITH
ATHLETIC SKILLS
W;ilt. Di,s ney World Co. will hold open auditions for experienced gymna5t/
tumblers (1mle and female) and actors who have athletic abilities (climbing,
nmning, gymnastics, stage combat.,rappelling, e_x perience with whips, and the
ability tn work :it substantial height.-;) for role..-; in the outdoor, live show,
!11dia1111}rmes T:pic SttmtSpectacularat the Disney/MGM Studio theme park in
Ploricla. 'l11e show con'sists of three action scenes from Raiders nf tbv Lost Ark,
performed up to ten times daily in the 2,000-seat amphitheater.

All ll1'1'li1·ants llllL'it be a t least 18 yeai·s of age ;ind in goo<l physkal condition .
Uring non-returnable photo ar.id resume and wear ;i ppropriatc attire anJ shnc:.;.

J\11 gymnast/ tumbler applicants will display .. dive roll, back ;1nd frnnt
handsprings, cartwheels and other gymnastic moves. Experience in 2- and ;3hi~h pyn1m.id building and arabian tumbling is a plus. Some gymnasts may be
;o~kt:J tn read frum .scripts.
Act<.•rs·rnust h:ive profes_o;ional experience, and athletic skills arc a must for all
st11111 roles. Prepare a one-minute monologue (comi~ or serio-comk) an<l bt:
prepared for script re:icling. All actors with athletic skills \Viii pa11idpatc in a
sr:par;itc gymna.<-tic/fight combination that will he taught at the ;iudition.

•

·ln<liana Junes <Stlln t Rule)
Mariun Ravenswood (Stunt: Role)
Swordsm;in/C;crrnan Mcd1anic (St\1nt Role)

..

l>ir.cclm· (Mature presence, MC un<lerstudy)
foir.-t A:;..~istant Director (Young, sharp wit.l
Continuity Supervisor (Marion understudy J
Directqr tJf Phot<.>xrnphy (Mechanic understu<ly>
Special Elft:cts Supervisor (Indiana undersludyJ
Er 11ccc (Gu ides au<liGnce through shnw)
I l<•stc~-; (Ma rion / Continuity underntudy)
Rc~vcativn

male, 25-:)5 range
female, 25-35 range
m:ile, 25-35 rnnge
t;d) , S<Jlid build
m:ilc, :Hl- 10 rang·~
1rn1 le , 25-35 r~1 ngc
female. 25-35 range
male, Z5-35 range.
ma le, Z5-35 ra ngc
ma)c/ fcmalc,
25-:S5 range
fcm:ile, 25-35 range
1

as.o;istance is offered as part of a complete benefit package.

.

.-

AUDffiON SITES, DATES AND REGISTI{ATION TIMES
No te: Gymn:ist/rumblers attend first day, Actors attend second day.

ORLANDO, FLORIDA
University of Central Florida
Education Building - Multipurpose Room

•

GYl\iNAST/TUMBLERS
Saturday, October 13
Registration lOAM
ACTORS WITH ATHLETIC SKILLS
Sunday, October 14
Eligible Performer Registration 9AM - 12PM
Open Call Registration 12 Noon

•

C<1ll back au<litions same day. No appointment nece~sa ry.
For further information, call Walt Disney World Auditions,
407/:H5-5701, Monday-Friday, IOAM - 4PM.
All full 1lmf' t-ntrrt:t1nf"r~ f"rnplriyf'd hy WAh Olsnt'y Wf"IC'ld C:o . ueo co"rrt"J under 1hc 1c-rm'\ and
cnndhl11 n.\ of :1 n'lkC1lvr llllrgalnlns :agrtt1notnt with Acvtf's F. quity A1.Jot~iation .

<C>TI1c Walt Disney Company

V ~~f5Hl'f

•
World Co.

An f.qiYI Oppm1unity Empl~r

.

•
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UCF men finish 8th, women 9th, in FSU meet

• Klomp and Chamberlain
lead cross country team
by Gregory Eyma
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

The Southeastern collegiate crosscountry powerhouses met Saturday to
test their speed in the Florida State
• University Invitational.
The UCF Knights, running the best
team effort in school history, held on to
• finish ninth in what would prove to be
a near-world class meet. Along the
way, team captain Kyle Klomp turned
in his fastest five-mile time (26:30) to
• break former captain Mike Borque's
school record (26:32).
"Considering how young the squad
• is, I think we did very well," Klomp
said. ''The winners ran 24:11 [for men]
and 17:37 [for women]. We ran against
the big guns and we performed."
•
The meet was the first of several
crucial meets leading to the State,
Conference and NCAA Regional
• Championships. For weeks leading up
to the meet, the invitational was expected to be a strong contest.
The lead pack, consisting mostly of
• runners from the University of Alabama, the University of Florida and
Auburn, asserted their command from
• the start by tearing through the first
mile in 4:40.
Klomp, alongwiththe UCFwomen's
Coach Steve Neiswender (running as
• an independent), attempted to keep
them within sight and was 15 seconds
behind the leaders with a 4:55 split.
• The two chased the leaders for another
mile before the leaders began pulling
away rapidly to finish at 24:11.
At the two-mile mark, Klomp devel• oped a 25- to 40- second lead over

•

The ability to read is a precious gift. .I
And the gift is one you can give.
Volunteer with Literacy Volunteers of America.
Call 856-4364 for more information .

•
•

"The men were really looking good,"
Neiswender, who finished at 26:56. His
time would have placed him second on UCF Coach Francisco Castro said.
the UCF team had he not become ineli- ''This race was supposed to show us
where we stand as a team, and I like team closer together, timewise."
gible to compete this year.
"I feel that I was right where I what I've seen."
"There are only three minutes beKlomp said, "I think this meet was tween the women's leader's time and
wanted to be at Tallahassee," Klomp
said. "I felt great and the course was very positive for the guys and the girls. the 6th [place] girl," Neiswender said.
fast and solid-there was no sand to We are all definitely improving."
"The tighter the team times are, the
slide on and slow me down.
In the women's competition, team better we will do."
"The way things are progressing, I captain Tami Chamberlain led the Cross Country Notes: After running
can realistically strike for a sub-26 Lady Knights to an 8th-place finish during the morning in its first four
time, possibly at Tampa [on Oct. 19]." with a season low of20:17. Sylvia Val- meets of the year, the cross country
Behind Klomp and Neiswender, the dez (20:25) was the second UCF fin- team will race in the afternoon in the
Knights finished in a string of season isher.
next meet.
and all-time bests. These bests are
"Sylvia and Tami are ready to run
UCF travels to Gainsville Saturday
composed of strong runs from Tracy under 20 minutes," Castro said. to run in the University of Florida
Burch (27:20), senior veteran Angelo ''Tampa will be the place to see if they Invitational at 5 p.m. The final meet
Bonarrigo (27:30), Pete Fournier can put it together. As for the other before conference and regional meets
(27:55) and Scott Baldt (27: 58).
girls, they are beginning to bring the will be at South Florida Oct. 19

I/

CARING FRIENDS
PREGNANCY COUNSELING
1771 N. Semoran Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32807
(Licensed by the State of Florida)

•

Free Pregnancy Tests,
Counseling,
Adoption, If desired .
COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL
Donna Littlefield, R.N.

(407) 658-1818
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MARKED FOR DEATH·R*
?.:10-4:35-7:30-9:50
DESPERATE HOURS.A
2:154:30-7:15-9:40
DEATH WARRANT-A
2:204 :20-6:20-8 :20-10:15
DUCK TALE-G 2;0().4:00
ARACHNOPHOBIA-PG13 7:30-9:45
GOOODFELLAS-R 2:30-6:30-9:30
FUNNY ABOUT LOVE-PG 13•
2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15
NARROW MARGIN-A
2;0().4 :00.S :00-B :00-10 :00
PACIAC HEIGHTS.A 2:30-5:00-7:15-9:30
"I'' COME IN PEACE-A
2:10-4:10-6:10-8:10.10:10
SHAKMA-R 2:30-5:00-7:30-9:45

POSTCARDS FROM THE EDGE-R
2:30-4 :45·7:00-9:30
DESPERATE HOURS.A
2:15-4:30-7:15-9:40
MARKED FOR DEA TH-R•
2: 10-4 :35-7:30-9 :50
FUNNY ABOUT LOVE-PG 13"
2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15
GHOST-PG13
1:55-4:30-7:15-9:45
NARROW MARGIN-A
2:00-4 :00.S :00-8 :00-10:00
GOODFELLAS-R
2:30-6:30-9:30

INDICATES PASSES AND SUPER
TUESDAY SUSPENDED.
0

S~PER TUESDAY IS BACK!
ALL SEATS • ALL SHOWS

$3 • 00

TAKING IT ON THE HEAD
.

UCF player Ian Hayley, from Bristol, England, gets hit in the head by a Metropolitan State College
(Denver} player after !;>locking a shot with his head.,T-ll~ ref~ree ru.shes tQ·PJeak.tne..tigtit.

.
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UCF crushes Samford with late surge
Knights break tie with
21 4th-quarter points
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

As the 1990 football season progresses, it has become apparent that
UCF fans can expect four things from
the Knights.
First the defense will play strong
and come up with at least two turnovers. Also, the running game will get
off to a slow start but will eventually
wear down the opponent.
The Knights will pile on the points in
the fourth quarter and a reserve quarterback will come off the bench to spark
the team.
All of these things happened Saturday afternoon in Birmingham, Ala.
UCF scored 21 fourth- quarter points to
turn a tied ball game into a 37-21 victory over Samford University.
The Knights dominated Samford in
Q)
both scoring and statistics. UCF finished with 407 yards in total offense
including 264 yards rushing.
Mark Giacone rushed for more than
100 yards for the second time this year,
finishing with 110 yards on 14 carries.
In the first half, he ran 41 yards to set
.
up UCF's first score.
UCF had threatened to blow the
game open earlier when they took a 16- ·
6 halftime lead. But offensive mistakes ·
and a momentarily porous defense allowed Samford to come back and tie the
CFF FILE PHOTO
game in the third quarter.
On the Knights' first possession of Bill Stewart (43) makes a big tackle in an early season game. Stewart led the Knigtits with seven tackles Saturday against
the second half, UCF quarterback Samford and leads UCF this year. See feature on Stewart on page13.
Travis Peeples fumbled the ball on the
first play, and Samford recovered at
But in the fourth quarter, the Bu1ldogs to miss a field goal attempt. proceeded to march down field for the -<
For the year, the Knights outscored game-winning touchdown.
the UCF two. Samford tailback Brady Knights regained their dominance.
Rudy Jones ignited the drive with a
Jones ran in from the 2-ya!d line and . They gained 220 yards in the quarter their opponents 72-17.
The Bulldogs' missed field goal at- 21 :.yard completion to Bret Cooper. .
the Bulldogs were back in the game.
and gave up just six yards. Their 21
Later in the third quarter, Samford points were the first points scored tempt was the third play of the fourth Giacone followed with a 17-yard run '
put together a nine-play drive which against Samford in the fourth quarter quarter and set the tone for the Knights and Perry Balasis added five. Then on
went 59 yards to set up a Mike O'Neil this year. UCF ·also forced two turn- for the rest of the game.
see ~AM FORD- page 11
field goal. That goal tied the game at 16. overs in the quarter and caused the
UCF took over at its own 23 and
1

Volleyba ll team beats
FIU fOr se.c ond time

' _,

7. UCF then whittled away at the
Panthers to win the game 15-12.
The Panthers came back in the third
game. With the Knights leading $-4,
Kathy Robinson scored four straight
points and the Panthers never looked
back as they took the game 15-12.
The Panthers' comeback was
crushed in the fourth game. Lisa Peterson brought UCF back from a 2-0 deficit to take a 3-2 lead over FIU. The Lady
Knights allowed the Panthers only one
more point before they won the match,
15-3.
"I still see UCF as one of our b_iggest
rivals," FIU Coach John Trojaniak
said. "UCF is a very experienced
team... Linda [Santiago] passes great
and they played a very good game."
The Lady Knights also played FIU
on Sept. 29. UCF beat FIU in five
games.
Notes: UCF lost to Tampa Wednesday
15-10, 15-4, 12-15 and 15-9.
The Lady Knights play Stetson at
7:30 tonight at UCF. The ladies face
their first American South Conference
games when they travel to Southwest
Louisiana on Oct. 12-14 to play in the
first conference mini-tournament.

by D. Scott Hoilman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Lady ·Knights bumped their
record to 8-5 with their win over Florida International University's Golden
Panthers Sunday at the UCF gymnasium. This is the second match in a row
UCF has taken from FIU.
"The team played very well, our
blocking was much better and I'm very
happy with our play," UCF volleyball
Coach Dee Dee McClemmon said. ~e
still need to work on our transition
from blocking to defense, though."
The Lady Knights came from behind
in the first game. With FllJ leading 6:2,· Kathy Fill scored two points and
Tess Nelson added three to give UCF a
7-6 lead. The Lady Knights allowed
only three more points as they rolled
ahead to win 15-9.
In the second g~me, the Golden
Panthers put up a fight as Tara Green
fired off three straight points with the
score 6-2 to pull them within one point.
Shannon Pack helped hold off the
FIU offense as she scored three points
of her own to put the Knights on top 10-

Michael Pohl/l-t:N THAL 1-LUHIDA f-U f UAE

UC F's Shannon Pack, a 6-foot senior from Seffner, blocks a spike during last ·
week's game against Tampa College as Kathy Fill looks on.
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